
 

  
 

 

Proposed Academy Status -  

Your Questions Answered 

Q. What would change if Dogsthorpe Infant School (DIS) joined the Hampton Academies Trust 
(HAT)? 

A. The main change would be that the school would be operated by the Hampton Academies 
Trust (HAT) instead of Peterborough City Council, as it is currently. HAT would become the 
employer of the staff at DIS. 

  
Q. What impact will joining HAT have on my child? 
A. In the short term, we believe that your child will not notice any changes. The school will retain 

its leaders, governors and staff - so it would be business as usual. There are no plans to change 
the uniform, the name of the school or the ways in which the school operates day to day. 
Term dates will continue in line with Peterborough dates, as far as possible. 
 
In the longer term, we hope that children will benefit as a result of shared services, staff 
training and the sharing of effective educational practice. HAT is keen to learn from the 
strengths of DIS and DIS is keen to learn from HAT, to make it an even better school than it 
already is. 

  
Q. What is a multi-academy trust? 
A. A multi-academy trust is a charitable company, which has overall responsibility for its schools’ 

educational provision, staff and sites.  
  
Q. Who are the Hampton Academies Trust? 
A. HAT is a fairly small, locally based academy trust. It grew from the leadership and governance 

teams which operated Hampton College. The trust was formed in 2014, when Hampton 
College converted to academy status. The trust currently runs: Hampton College (secondary 
and primary), Hampton Gardens School and Hampton Lakes Primary School. HAT wants to 
retain its local focus, and so is concentrating its growth in the Peterborough area.  
 

Q. Why do DIS and HAT want to work together?  
A. When considering joining an academy trust, DIS explored a number of options. DIS and HAT 

feel working together would be a good ‘fit’ because each have the core aims of: 
• developing a happy, caring school environment for children and staff 
• seeking to support every child to progress and realise their potential 
• remaining a locally-based Trust, with a firm focus on improving the lives and 

education of Peterborough children 

Q. Will there still be a governing body? 
A. Yes. Multi-academy trusts can operate different governance structures. However, HAT’s 

structure means that DIS would still have a local governing body, as it does now, and that DIS 
would also be represented on the Trust board (as the current HAT schools are).  

  
Q. Are there any financial benefits to joining a multi-academy trust? 
A. The government is working towards a national funding formula, so that school funding is more 

or less the same for each school, based upon the number of pupils. In the short term, we do 
not think there will be a change to school finances at DIS. However, in the longer term, we 
would hope to achieve some economies through bulk purchasing, Trust contracts and shared 
services etc 

 


